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ABSTRACT 
 
Like many other animals, humans have extended the functional reach 

of their bodies by inventing tools to achieve their goals. At the most 
fundamental level, progress in the useful arts can be measured by the 
extent to which humans can make and use these tools to produce the 
results and effects they desire. Patent claims properly demarcate this 
progress when they define these tools (or methods of making or using 
them), not merely where and how far the tools reach. Kinematic 
properties, which abstractly describe the geometric motions of structural 
elements without regard to the forces that cause them to move, should 
therefore not be considered sufficient to describe a claimed mechanism. In 
the field of surgical robotics, however, claims purporting to cover all 
mechanisms exhibiting a specific kinematic property are widespread. 

This Article critically examines the kinematic claims whose 
geometrically precise contours have shaped the U.S. surgical robotics 
industry. First, it highlights the role of patents and kinematic claiming in 
Intuitive Surgical’s emergence as the industry’s monopolist in 2003 and in 
some of the subsequent challenges the company has faced from competing 
innovators and patent owners. Second, it presents theoretical arguments 
and concrete examples showing that kinematic claims impermissibly 
preempt essentially all mechanical applications of abstract ideas. Finally, it 
extends this analysis to a claimed surgical manipulator whose design 
incorporates kinematic data captured from procedures performed by 
kinesthetically skilled surgeons. The widespread practice of kinematic 
claiming in the surgical robotics industry raises fundamental questions 
about the kinds of progress and skill that fall within the patent system’s 
ambit, with far-reaching consequences for the political economy of labor 
and downstream innovation in the age of automation. 
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